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CTHULHU International Timeline
________________________________________________
Legend
PHE = Prehistoric Era
BCE = Before Common Era
CE = Common Era
300,000,000 BCE: Reptiles first appear on the Earth in the Carboniferous Period.
275,000,000 PHE/BCE: The first Serpent People appear during the Permian Period. The Great Old One, Yig. Is said to
be the Father of all Serpents, and so the Serpent People worshipped him from the first. Legends say that these early
Serpent People formed their First Empire in Valusia, a fertile land near the center of the super-continent of Pangaea.
This empire was based on sorcery and alchemy, and at its height it must have ruled much of the Paleozoic world. How
many of these legends are true can not be said. Records of the Elder Things and Yithians who inhabited the Earth at the
time say little of these early Serpent People.
225,000,000 PHE/BCE: The Rise of the Dinosaurs, the collapse of the First Empire of the Serpent People.
5,000,000 PHE/BCE: Yothic civilization was at its greatest height ever. The Serpent People had become prodigious
scientists, able to create other life forms at whim. Life was luxury, joyfully lived. Then Yoth’s doom was uncovered,
when curious explorers discovered the path to blackly litten N’Kai. There they found great altars to Tsathoggua. The
toad-god possessed tremendous power and wisdom and many Serpent People turned away from Yig to worship him.
Yig did not look kindly on his people abandoning him, an so he cursed them. The Serpent People of Yoth devolved,
losing their speech, their limbs, and their intelligence. They became the serpents that they had once been millennia
before.
Only the faithful escaped Yig’s curse. The high priest Sss;haa led Yig’s true worshippers out of Yoth. They traveled to
Hyperborea, a land in the north, where they dwelled deep below Mount Voormithadreth. Under Voormithadreth, the
Serpent People’s greatest scientific civilization continued to prosper. By this time, they had become pitiless creatures of
near pure intelligent. They had no morals, and their only law was that curiosity must always by satisfied. The Serpent
People of Hyperborea’s greatest achievements continued to be in genetic engineering. It is believed that the Voormis
who ruled the surface of Hyperborea from approximately 3 million years ago were their creation. However, the
Voormis’ special affiliation with Tsathoggua shows that even among the supposedly faithful, the taint of the toad-god
remained.
At the time of the Serpent People migration, conditions were also changing upon the surface. The dinosaurs which had
destroyed the First Empire were long gone. The mammals had begun to rise. In Africa, the first hominids were
evolving; they were the first true ancestors of man.
After fleeing Hyperborea the Serpent People tried to form a kingdom upon the newly risen land of Lemuria.
Unfortunately they found themselves in contention with the new-born human race.
1,700,000 PHE/BCE: The exact fate of the Serpent People of Hyperborea is unknown, their Voormis were swept aside
by the cold of Ithaqua.
1,000,000 PHE/BCE: The human Hyperboreans arrive and form a new civilization.

750,000 PHE/BCE: The humans of Hyperborea are gone. Today, the merest remnant of Hyperborea forms Greenland.
500,000 PHE/BCE: The Serpent People civilization has fallen into ruin. Fleeing even further south the Serpent People
came to the Thurian Continent. Here they were finally able to reform their Empire. They named it the Second Empire,
and it was centered in Valusia, a land named after a legend. Many war were fought, but eventually the men of the
Thurian Continent were consigned to thralldom. Some fled to less oppressive realms, but at the center of the world the
Serpent People ruled.
Unfortunately, the Age of Reptiles was over, and the Age of Mammals had already begun. The Serpent People could
oppress the most primitive humans, but they were doomed by the relentless march of evolution. It took a million years
or more, but the earliest human civilization arose: Kamelia, Verulia, Grondor, Thule, Commoria, Atlantis, and
Lemuria. After a hundred wars, the Second Empire of the Serpent People was destroyed. Thereafter, Valusia was ruled
by humans. Some Serpent People fled to the south of the Thurian Continent to create a new kingdom, but most went
underground, hibernated, or simply died.
The Serpent People who remained were unwilling to give up their mastery of the world. Where strength had failed,
they turned instead to deceit. Using their powers of disguise, they replaced humans of power and ruled in their stead.
For aeons they were successful, but that would eventually end in 18,000 BCE.
18,000 PHE/BCE: An Atlantean by the name of Kull leads an uprising against the Serpent People, bringing their
schemes to an end. Shortly after the rule of Kull, a great cataclysm shook the Thurian Continent. It was the beginning
of the end for the Serpent People’s southern kingdom.
16,500 PHE/BCE: Lemurian survivors, hardened by centuries of disaster and slavery, fell upon the Serpent People
cities that had been spared by the cataclysm. The Serpent People’s southern kingdom was destroyed. However, Stygia,
the human country formed from its ashes, would carry forward many of their beliefs, including the worship of Yig.
The last remnants of the Serpent People feld southward, stopping only when they reached the ocean. Here, they
founded one last city, Yanyoga. It had none of the grandeur of its predecessors. It lasted for thousands of years, but in
10,000 BCE it too was destroyed, by a Cimmerian descendant of Kull.
Since then, the history of the world has scarcely been touched by the Serpent People. They still lurk, dwelling in the
deepest caverns, sometimes even hiding among us, but their power has been broken.
10,500 BCE: The Pyramids of Egypt are built.
10,000 BCE: The Serpent People of the city of Yanyoga is destroyed by a Cimmerian descendant of Kull.
6,512 BCE: The Demon Pharaoh, Menkuhor appears leading an army of well over 100,000 soldiers and conquers
Egypt. After installing himself as Pharaoh, he resurrects the Cult of the Black Pharaoh and begins sacrificing thousands
of Egyptians to his dark god, Nyarlathotep.
6,500 BCE: The Black Pyramid of Menkuhor "The Demon Pharaoh" is constructed in a man-made cavern beneath the
Giza Plateau. Also erected is the Black Obelisk of Menkuhor "The Nightbringer", and the Temple of the Night
dedicated to the Black Pharaoh; Nyarlathotep. . It was only through the combined might of the First Atlantean Empire
that Menkuhor was put down. And even then, we could not destroy him. The dark ritual that had created him had
created a monster that defied death itself. There was no true death for Menkuhor, it was only through a long forgotten
ritual that the Atlantean Sorcerers of the time were able to seal him in a massive crystal. From that point on, the
Atlantean Senate knew the end was in sight. The Egyptians, after the fall of their Demon Pharaoh, set about to destroy
any record of his existence. And so that dark time was forgotten by the Egyptians within three generations.
1,150 BCE: Numbia conquers Egypt.
50 BCE: Cleopatra assumes the throne of Egypt.
124 CE: Lord Ramius, one of the few remaining great leaders of the Atlantean people in Italy would begin a war
campaign against all of the feuding Atlanteans of Italy and the surrounding regions. Lord Ramius claimed all of this
was done in an attempt to reunite the Atlantean race.
130 CE: No less than 17 of the Atlantean families residing within Southern Italy and Sicily would be wiped out by
Lord Ramius in his attempt to unite and bring a lasting peace to the feuding Atlantean vampiric families of Southern

Italy and Sicily.
151 CE: Lord Ramius’ dream of a united Atlantean race would be realized in the year. It would be in this year that the
leaders of the families that claimed fealty to Lord Ramius and his cause would unite to form the first of the Houses of
the Imperium Ex Atlantia, House Ramius.
592 CE: Groth passes into the Shaggai system, utterly destroying the planet.
1519, September CE: Ferdinand Magellan sails from Spain in search of a westerly route to the Indies. Sailing down
the coast of South America he discovered the narrow straight passing through to the Pacific Ocean which today bears
his name. To the south lies Tierra del Fuego which the early geographers assumed to be the edge of the southern
continent.
1578, September CE: Francis Drake passes through the Straights of Megellan only to find himself blown significantly
southward due to a tremendous storm in the Pacific. This event proved that Tierra del Fuego was separated from any
southern continent and the passageway came to be known as the "Drake Passage".
1592, August CE: The Englishman John Davis, in the DESIRE, discovered the Falkland Islands. This was a tragic
expedition as the crew were forced to eat some 14,000 penguins which they were forced to kill for food. Stored as
properly as possible, once they reached the tropics the penguin meat spoiled and subsequently only 16 members of the
original crew of 76 ever reached home shores.
1643 CE: The Shan arrive on Earth after being expelled from L'gh'rx (Uranus)
1652 CE: Matthew Hopkins destroys the Severn Witch Cult.
1675, April CE: Antonio de la Roché is blown south of Cape Horn and experiences the first sighting of South Georgia.
1722, February CE: Frenchman Yves Joseph de Kerguélen-Trémarec discovers the Iles Kerguélen.
1739 CE: Frenchman Jean-Baptiste Bouvet de Lozier discovers Bouvet. The island is not sighted again until 1808. Due
to significant ice packs, the first landing did not take place until the American Morrell landed in 1822.
1768 CE: Benevento Chieti Bordighera enters the Severn Valley and is infested by a Shan tenant.
1769 CE: The first performance of Massa de Requiem per Shuggay instigates a riot.
1770 CE: Bordighera is imprisoned for heresy.
1771 CE: Bordighera is executed, but his Shan tenant escapes.
1773, January CE: Captain James Cook and his crew become the first men to cross the Antarctic Circle.
1775, January CE: Captain Cook, on his third voyage, sails past South Georgia and discovers the South Sandwich
Islands two weeks later.
1790 CE: This year marks the start of the sealing industry on South Georgia. The sealers are primarily American from
New England as the Europeans are involved in war.
1810, July CE: Australian Frederick Hasselborough discovers Macquarie Island while searching for new sealing
grounds.
1819, February CE: Englishman William Smith is blown to the south while rounding Cape Horn and discovers the
South Shetland Islands, claiming them for Great Britain in October.
1820, January CE: The Royal Navy sends Edward Bransfield, with Smith as pilot, to search the waters southeast of
the newly claimed South Shetlands. As a result, it is claimed that he is the first to see the Antarctic Peninsula.
1820, January CE: Russian Fabian Gottlieb von Bellingshausen becomes the first person to see the Antarctic
continent (January 27).
1820, November CE: American Nathaniel Palmer, on the HERO, claims to see the Antarctic Peninsula. Palmer was a

member of a sealing fleet from New England. Only 19 years old, he was dispatched from the sealing grounds in the
South Shetlands by his commanding officer to search for land to the south.
1821, January CE: Bellingshausen returns to the Antarctic waters and discovers Peter I Island and the Alexander
Islands. He completes a circumnavigation of Antarctica being only the second explorer, after Cook, to do so.
1821, February CE: American sealer John Davis arguably becomes the first person to land on the continent. From
Connecticut, Davis had been searching the South Shetlands for seals.
1821, December CE: Nathaniel Palmer discovers the South Orkney Islands along with British sealer George Powell.
1823, February CE: Englishman James Weddell sails to 74 degrees south. This is the farthest south yet reached and
the penetrated sea bears his name today. Except for possibly Morrell, no one is able to penetrate this sea again for
eighty years.
1831, February CE: Englishman John Biscoe, an employee of the British sealing business "Enderby Brothers",
discovers Enderby Land, the first sighting of Antarctica from the Indian Ocean zone.
1839, February CE: Englishman John Balleny, another Enderby Brothers employee, sails from New Zealand and
discovers the Balleny Islands.
1840, January CE: Lt. Charles Wilkes, American leader of the United States Exploring Expedition, sights an area now
known as Wilkes Land.
1840, January CE: Frenchman Jules-Sebastian Dumont d'Urville discovers a stretch of Antarctic coastline which he
promptly names for his wife, Adélie.
1841, January CE: Under Sir James Clark Ross in EREBUS and TERROR, search for the South Magnetic Pole has
been ordered by the British Royal Navy. He discovers Victoria Land and enters the sea which is known famously now
as the Ross Sea. He discovers Ross Island, Mt. Erebus and the Ross Ice Shelf.
1852 CE: Nicholas Skarpeli immigrates to the United States from Russia. Over the next 10 years he attempted to earn a
living as a Professor at the University of Boston.
1860 CE: When a American Civil War occurs, Dr. Skarpeli is drafted in the Union Army’s Research Division, his job
is to research into new weapons that the Union Army can use to defeat the South with.
1865 CE: Dr. Nicholas Skarpeli leaves the employment of the Union Army as the American Civil War draws to a
close. From this point on, it is assumed that Dr. Skarpeli dies on his way to the American Southwest.
1869 CE: A mysterious weapons maker named Dr. Anton Fate appears in the California territory. Baron Kaiser Von
Brom contracts Dr. Anton Fate to build him an armada of armored dirigibles.
1870 CE: Baron Kaiser Von Brom leads a armada of armored dirigibles to Washington D.C., firing on the city with 10
inch cannons, demanding that President Grant surrender the United States to him. This ends up being only a rouse to
committ one of the greatest bank robberies in American history. Two months later Baron Von Brom is taken into
custody, but none of the gold that was taken ever resurfaces.
1882 CE: The Psychic Research Association is founded.
1887 CE: Arkham Gentleman’s Club is founded in Arkham MA by renowned archaeologists Adrian Macalister,
Chester Macalister and William Tyler-Hutchenson
1888 CE: The Arkham Gentleman’s Club funds Miskatonic University’s expedition to Central America to study the
various known Aztec Pyramids.
1889 CE: Dr. Malcolm Freemont, of Yorkshire England leads the expedition to study and catalog the ancient libraries
of Seville Castle in Spain. While there, his team discovers one of the few surviving copies of "Nine Gates to the
Kingdom of Shadows". After its discovery, the tome mysteriously disappears from the Great Library of Seville Castle.
1892, May 14th CE: Dr. Marcus Telceon Thorne, leading a team of Archaeologists from Cambridge University in
England, discover the tomb of a previously unknown Pharaoh in the deserts 100 miles south of Cairo.

1892, May 17th CE: The Thorne Expedition explores a tunnel complex located 2 miles south from the tomb of the
unknown Pharaoh. By the end of the day, the Thorne Expedition finds the entrance to a massive cavern with an ancient
city in it.
1892, May 20th CE: The Thorne Expedition flees into the deserts with a host of desert nomads at their heels, heading
North to Cairo.
1892, May 20th - 23rd CE: Only Dr. Thorne survives the desert journey back to Cairo, the rest of his expedition either
dying from heat exhaustion or the knives of the desert nomads that attacked them in the ancient underground city near
the tomb of the Unknown Pharaoh.
1892, May 23rd - 24th CE: Dr. Thorne books passage on a Steamer bound for the United States. His only evidence of
his experiences and discoveries in Egypt are his journal and the Egyptian copy of the Necronomicon that he found in
the underground city.
1892, May 24th - June 14th CE: The British Steamer Victoria Rose arrives in Boston Harbor. Dr. Thorne disembarks
in Boston. There he will stay for the next day and a half.
1892, June 16th CE: Dr. Thorne takes a stage coach into upper New York State after hearing rumors of the
disappearance of children in a small mountain town.
1892, June 19th CE: Dr. Thorne disappears after entering a silver mine in upper New York State.
1892, November CE: Captain Carl Larsen of the JASON lands near the Antarctic Peninsula on Seymour Island.
Discovering a number of fossils, this becomes the first evidence of a prior warmer climate.
1893 CE: The British Admiralty begins Project Delphi to use the spirituality movement for Naval Intelligence activity.
1895, January CE: Henryk Bull lands in the Antarctic at Cape Adare. A member of the party, Carsten Borchgrevink,
finds lichen on an offshore island becoming the first signs of plant life.
1895 CE: The renowned explorer/antiquarian, Adrian Macalister makes public his recovery of a copy of the tome "
The Book of Dorrathe." At this point, he hides it away in the highly secretive and widely speculated, Macalister
Collection. After six months of negotiating, Mr. Macalister authorizes the Head Librarian of Miskatonic University to
study and catalog the contents of the Macalister Collection.
1896 CE: Project DELPHI disbanded after lack luster results.
1898, March CE: Adrien de Gerlache and crew in the BELGICA become trapped in the pack ice off the Antarctic
Pensinsula. They drift helplessly for a year becoming the first to survive an Antarctic winter.
1899, February CE: Carsten Borchgrevink and crew of the SOUTHERN CROSS land at Cape Adare. They build huts
and become the first to winter over on the continent.
1899 CE: The Arkham Gentleman’s Club has grown so large that its governing members decide to disband it and
reform it under the name of the Arkham Foundation. Its membership open to all those in academia and professions
dealing with Archaeology and the Paranormal.
1900 CE: Lt. Commander Frederick Ramsey of the British Navy resigns his commission and journeys the world,
eventually founding the Ramsey Institute for Psychical Education.
1902, February CE: A Swedish geologist, Otto Nordenskjöld, and five crew members are left on Snow Hill Island
where they spend two winters. It was during this expedition that the first major sledge journey in Antarctica took place;
some 400 miles. Unfortunately, their ship Antarctic was crushed in the ice pack after leaving the crew on the island
thereby creating two separate groups of explorers. Miraculously, the second crew was able to survive the winter and
find their way back to Snow Hill Island where the whole party was rescued in 1903 by an Argentinean relief ship.
1902, February CE: German Erich von Drygalski and the crew of the GAUSS discover Wilhelm II Land. Stuck in the
ice for a year, the party does extensive scientific research filling 20 volumes of reports.

1902, November CE: Robert F. Scott, Edward Wilson and Ernest Shackleton strike out for the South Pole. Leaving
McMurdo Sound heading south across the Ross Ice Shelf, two months later they find themselves at 82 degrees south
suffering from snow blindness and scurvy. Forced to return home, they nonetheless cover 3100 miles.
1904, February CE: Jean-Baptiste Charcot, in the Français, begins his survey of the western side of the Antarctic
Peninsula. The small expedition winters in the ship in an inlet on Booth Island. Over two summers they discover the
Loubet Coast, Doumer Island and Port Lockroy. They chart the Biscoe Islands and generally extend Gerlache's survey
of the western side of the Antarctic Peninsula.
1904, March CE: William S. Bruce and members of the Scottish National Antarctic Expedition aboard the SCOTIA
discover Coats Land. This is the first sighting of land to the south of the Weddell Sea.
1904 CE: Carl Larsen builds the first whaling station at Grytviken on South Georgia. Before ten years elapse, over 20
stations and factory ships are operating in this region.
1906 CE: Dr. Henry Armitage takes charge of the University Library of Miskatonic University. Shortly thereafter, Dr.
Armitage contacts Mr. Macalister with a request to re-catalog the contents of the Macalister Collection. Mr. Macalister
promptly refuses Dr. Armitage’s request and disappears on another of his expeditions into South America.
1907 CE: Frederick Ramsey founds the Ramsey Institute for Psychical Education.
1908, October CE: Explorers Ernest Shackleton, Frank Wild, Eric Marshall and Jameson Adams attempt to reach the
South Pole. Within 30 days they have surpassed Scotts effort in 1903. Reaching within 97 nautical miles, the group is
severely ill and undernourished requiring them to abandon their attempt on the pole.
1909, January CE: Edgeworth David, Douglas Mawson and Alistair McKay reach the South Magnetic Pole.
1911, November CE: The first Japanese Antarctic Expedition sails south led by Lt. Nobu Shirase and lands at the Bay
of Whales.
1911, December 14th CE: Norwegian Roald Amundsen and four team members reach the South Pole. Amundsen
discovered a new route which took only 57 days. Letters are left for Scott, a Norwegian flag planted and then they
return to the Bay of Whales.
1912, January 18th CE: Robert F. Scott, Edward Wilson, Edgar Evans and Lawrence Oates reach the South Pole.
Unfortunately, Amundsen had already been there and left a flag marking the spot. Terribly discouraged after a tortuous
journey, all members perish on the return trip. Scott, Wilson and Bowers die in their tent after using up all fuel and
food. The three are not discovered until November.
1912, January CE: Wilhelm Filchner in the DEUTSCHLAND discovers the Luitpold Coast.
1912, April CE: Scott's Northern Party give up hope of the TERRA NOVA arriving to pick them up before winter sets
in. The six men must dig a cave out of a snow bank where they live for six months on penguin and seal meat.
1912, December CE: Douglas Mawson must begin his lone trek across George V Land back to his base at
Commonwealth Bay. Mawson's two companions had died and despite the tragedy, he makes it home. A new section of
coast is discovered and radio is used for the first time in Antarctica.
1915, October CE: Ernest Shackleton has a plan to cross the continent but is forced to abandon this idea as his ship,
the ENDURANCE, is crushed in the ice of the Weddell Sea after drifting for nine months. The 28 men must camp on
the floating ice for five more months before an opening in the ice allows them to take to the boats for Elephant Island in
the South Shetlands. Meanwhile, members of Shackleton's Ross shore party lay depots for the ill-fated group, depots
expected to be used by Shackleton and his party on their trek across the continent. Three members die but the rest were
eventually rescued in 1917.
1916, April CE: Shackleton and five of his men leave Elephant Island in the lifeboat JAMES CAIRD. In 15 days they
arrive at South Georgia. Unfortunately, they made land on the wrong side of the island and Shackleton, Tom Crean and
Frank Worsley had to cross the island through difficult terrain to reach the whaling station at Stromness.
1916 CE: On his fourth try, Shackleton reaches Elephant Island in the Chilean ship YELCHO and rescues the 22
survivors from the ENDURANCE. They survived by turning the remaining life boats upside down and setting up living
quarters beneath.

1916 CE: Commander Ramsey creates MI13, the Special Reconnaissance Section, for MI6’s Captain Mansfield
Cumming. Major David Cornwall encounters a ghoul cult in the No Man's Land.
1922, January CE: At the age of 48, Ernest Shackleton dies of a heart attack. On board the QUEST at the time,
Shackleton is buried at South Georgia.
1925 CE: Japan refuses Geneva Convention ban on biological weapons.
1925, February 28th CE: MI-13 talents begin to have queer dreams about a vast alien city rising out of the ocean.
Two of MI13’s talents die and five go insane after experiencing nightmares over a three-month period.
1925, April 2nd CE: The dreams stop suddenly.
1926 CE: Adrian Macalister and William Tyler-Hutchenson face off over the destiny of the Arkham Foundation. It
ends with Adrian leaving the Arkham Foundation to found the Macalister Foundation, dedicated to similar goals, but
under different governing. This one act alienates Adrian Macalister from most of the Academic and Archaeological
community for the years to come.
1926 CE: Major David Cornwall is recruited into MI-13 after an encounter with the Brothers of the Skin.
1927 CE: Lord Alfred Cornwall of London England founds the United Kingdom’s Arkham Foundation Affiliate. Its
first chapter house being in London.
1927 CE: Major David Cornwall joins MI13 after exposing the Brotherhood of the Skin in Istanbul.
1928 CE: P Division with Federal Agents raids the coastal town of Innsmouth.
1928 CE: Basil Ives is infested by a Shan in England and killed by American Vigilantes in Kingsport Massachusetts.
1928, November CE: Hubert Wilkins makes the first flight in the Antarctic region, flying from Deception Island in the
South Shetlands in a Lockheed Vega monoplane.
1929, October CE: The British, Australian and New Zealand Antarctic Research Expedition establishes itself under
Douglas Mawson over two summer seasons discovering MacRobertson Land and charting much of the adjacent
coastline.
1929, November 28th CE: After a ten hour flight from their base at the Bay of Whales, Richard E. Byrd and three
others become the first to fly over the South Pole.
1929, December 1st CE: Norwegian expedition leader Lars Christensen lands on and claims Bouvetoya Island.
1932 CE: Japanese troops invade Manchuria. Shiro Ishii, a physician and army officer who was intrigued by germ
warfare, begins preliminary experiments.
1932 CE: Ramsey dies of cardiac arrest. Cornwall takes over as MI-13 director and goes on to provide a variety of
information about Nazi Occult beliefs, even uncovering the existence of the Karotechia fairly early on.
1935, November CE: American Lincoln Ellsworth is the first to successfully fly across the continent.
1936 CE: Unit 731, a biological-warfare unit disguised as a water-purification unit, is formed. Ishii builds huge
compound -- more than 150 buildings over six square kilometers -- outside the city of Harbin, Manchuria. Some 9,000
test subjects eventually die at the compound.
1937 CE : The Morgan British Honduras Expedition for Miskatonic University follows in the footsteps of the earlier
Williamson expedition of the 1920s and searches for a site named "El Cacao", home of mythical "sea peoples."
1937, Summer CE: Franklin Rathke puts out advertisements to find investors to build a more-powerful version of the
Tillinghast Resonator. At Warwick College, a working prototype is sold by Rathke to Dr. Williem Eisenbein, a visiting
professor doing high-frequency sound research at Cornwall, England. Eisenbein later returns to his native Dusseldorf
and continues his researches with the Tillinghast Resonator, under the auspices of the Third Reich.

1939-1942 CE: Encounters with the Black Dragons in Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaya, Burma and India.
1940 CE: Former MI13 talent, Amanda Chalmers, predicts the Fall of France and Dunkirk. Cornwall presents
evidence of the successful prediction to Churchill.
PISCES formed as an interagency taskforce. Lawrence Hutchins, potential talent, discovered in Darwin,
Australia. PISCES discover his cache of Great Race books foretelling the future. Hutchins commits suicide, leaving
PISCES unable to find the original source.
1940-1941 CE: PISCES confirms the existence of the Karotechia.
1940-1943 CE: PISCES searches for the Great Race’s library. The search ends in failure in Australia.
1940, May 1st CE: Amanda Chamlers foresees the Miracle at Dunkirk.
1940, June 26th CE: Winston Churchill makes MI-13 into an inter-agency task force funded and staffed by MI-5, MI-6
and the SOE. PISCES, the Paranormal Intelligence Section for Counter-intelligence, Espionage and Sabotage, is born.
1940, December CE: Project RAINBOW is created under Professor Rudolph Landenburg as a joint National Defense
Research Council-US Navy experiment to develop stealth and defensive technologies.
1941 CE: The University of Mexico sponsors an Expedition to study the various Aztec Pyramids that were previously
studied by Miskatonic University in 1888.
1941 CE: PISCES assists in luring Rudolf Hess to Britain. PISCES face off against Smersh in Spain whilst pursuing
occult books. Agents from both sides betrayed to the Spanish authorities and German Abwehr. PISCES manages to
place three agents within the Karotechia.
1941 CE: SMERSH and PISCES fight a prolonged espionage campaign in Spain.
1941, November CE: The first RAINBOW conference is held on November 6th, with Vannevar Bush, John Von
Neumann, and Albert Einstein in attendance, and four subprojects MORAY, PHI, KINGFISHER, and MIRAGE are
outlined.
1942 CE: PISCES commandos and the Long Range Desert Group destroy the entrance to a subterranean city in
Libyan Desert, just ahead of the arrival of a Karotechia investigation team.
Delta Green and PISCES agree to work together. First joint Delta Green/PISCES operation. PISCES informs Delta
Green of the German’s Project BLACK WATER at the Cap de la Hague. Delta Green raids the project with French
resistance assistance.
1942, February CE: Lt. Commander Martin Cook, commanding officer of P Division, briefs the Coordinator of
Information William J. Donovan on P Division's experiences with the supernatural and the occult. Cook recommends P
Division be merged with the COI, which Donovan completes within the week. The new organization will become
known unofficially as Delta Green, after the security clearance created for the group. * Whole Earth Enterprises
purchases the site of the Doolittle sinkhole accident. Stephen Alzis enters into a pact with the ghouls of New York to
construct on the site.
1942 CE: Ishii begins field tests of germ warfare on Chinese soldiers and civilians. Tens of thousands die of bubonic
plague, cholera, anthrax and other diseases. U.S. soldiers captured in Philippines are sent to Manchuria.
1942, December CE: Operation LIFEGUARD - Delta Green commandoes and French partisans raid a meeting
between Karotechia agents and representatives from the Deep One colony of Ahu-Y'hola off the coast of Cornwall. The
German attempt to open a dialog with the Deep Ones is disrupted by the attack, and relations between the two groups
soon dissolve over issues with Nazi racial policy. * Dr Timothy Michaelson, an assistant of Professor Arthur Turner,
the chief of subproject MIRAGE under Project RAINBOW, attends a demonstration of the Tillinghast Resonator given
by Franklin Rathke. * Enrico Fermin and his team of scientists in Chicago produce the first controlled, self-sustaining
chain reaction.
1943-1944 CE: PISCES combats the Black Dragon-revived Thugee cult in East India.
1943 CE:

Joint Delta Green/PISCES raid on the Karotechia’s Donnerschlag weapon at Fécamp.

Last PISCES agent left in the Karotechia is shot crossing the Swiss border. Joint Delta Green/PISCES expedition to the
Belgian Congo to locate Thule.
1943, February CE: Dr. Arthur Turner of Project RAINBOW pays Franklin Rathke $4000 for a smaller version and
construction plans of the Tillinghast Resonator.
1943, March CE: Based on Franklin Rathke's device, Dr Arthur Turner completes the MIRAGE III prototype and it is
successfully tested.
1943, May CE: Franklin Rathke disappears, leaving his Boston home filled with a complex series of wires and circuits
leading to a dining-table-sized construct with a chair built into it.
1943, July 22nd CE : Project Rainbow is conducted at 0900 hours, the power to the generators was turned on, and the
massive electromagnetic fields started to build up. A greenish fog was seen to slowly envelop the ship, the USS
Eldridge, concealing it from view. Then the fog itself is said to have disappeared, taking the Eldridge with it, leaving
only the undisturbed water where the ship had once been anchored in Philadelphia Harbor only moments before.
When the Eldridge reappeared it the personnel that boarded the ship found the crew above deck to be disoriented and
nauseous. The Navy removed the crew, and shortly after obtained another. In the end, the Navy decided that they only
wanted radar invisibility, and the equipment was altered.
1943, October CE: The National Defense Research Council and the US Navy conducts a test of the Tillinghast
Resonator aboard the Destroyer Escort USS Eldridge, resulting in disaster. A few years later, Carl M. Allen, a crewman
on the chase ship Andrew Furuseth, will develop strange mental abilities based on his genetic heritage as a descendant
of K'n-Yani experimentation on humans in the sixteenth century. Captain James Francis Polson, a Navy SEAL
assigned by MJ-12 to go back in time and effect the experiment, escapes overboard and makes his way to shore, where
he hides amongst the criminal underworld.
1943, October 28th CE : At 17:15 hours, the final test on the Eldridge was performed. The electromagnetic field
generators were turned on again, and the Eldridge became near-invisible; only a faint outline of the hull remained
visible in the water. Everything was fine for the first few seconds, and then, in a blinding blue flash, the ship
completely vanished. Within seconds it reappeared miles away, in Norfolk, Virginia, and was seen for several minutes.
The Eldridge then disappeared from Norfolk as mysteriously as it had arrived, and reappeared back in Philadelphia
Naval Yard. This time the sailors were violently sick. Some of the crew were simply "missing" never to return. Some
went crazy, but, strangest of all, five men were fused to the metal in the ship’s structure. The men that survived were
never the same again. Those that lived were discharged as "mentally unfit" for duty, regardless of their true condition.
So, what had begun as an experiment in electronic camouflage, ended up as an accidental teleportation of an entire ship
and crew, to a distant location and back again, all in a matter of minutes! Because of the experiment performed on the
USS Eldridge in Philadelphia, a lone Ensign by the name of Julian Bishop found himself alone on a distant beach on
the coast line of new England. Not long after reporting back into the Dept. of the Navy about what occurred, Bishop
was transferred to the OSS to work with P Division.
1943, November CE: The Office of Naval Intelligence forms Project PUZZLE to study and cover-up the MIRAGE III
experiment on the USS Eldridge.
1944, March CE: Dr. Arthur Turner of Project MIRAGE commits suicide.
1945 CE: Brigadier-General Cornwall convinces Labour Prime Minister Clement Atlee to retain PISCES to combat
the Soviet’s research into the paranormal. Paragon Foundation established in Canada.
1945, June CE: Operation SUMMER BREEZE - Delta Green wars with SMERSH to smuggle Karotechia files out of
Soviet-occupied Vienna. GRU SV-8 uses the conflict to cover their assassinations of SMERSH agents of the NKVD
occult bureau. SMERSH acquires the Gothic Necronomicon, which becomes a part of Joseph Stalin's personal library.
*Operation LUNACY - Delta Green fights a war of annihilation with the Karotechia as they attempt to carry out
Aktion Gotterdammerung, Hitler's final order that the Naudabaum "accident" be recreated without interruption. Delta
Green liquidates thirty-five officers of the Karotechia but the operation is disbanded in October before they can stop the
plan. Nevertheless, Aktion Gotterdammerung is mysteriously never carried out.
1945 CE: Japanese troops blow up the headquarters of Unit 731 in final days of Pacific war. Ishii orders 150 remaining
'subjects' killed to cover up their experimentation.

1945 CE: Paragon Foundation established in Canada to discover Talents in the western hemisphere.
1945, September CE: President Truman signs the dissolution order that calls for the formal abolishment of the OSS by
October 1st.
1946 CE: U.S. makes a deal with Ishii for germ warfare data based on human experimentation in exchange for
immunity from war-crimes prosecution.
1946 CE: PISCES tasked to research alien science in addition to their psychic research duties, after the Soviets’
secretly reinvest Smersh. Magonia, the Mediaeval Metaphysics research laboratory is established on Hirta in the St.
Kilda’s archipelago off the west coast of Scotland.
1945, October CE: The OSS is disbanded. The Research Analysis Branch is absorbed into the State Department, and
some of the Secret Intelligence units are preserved within the new Strategic Services Unit of the War Department.
Delta Green is deactivated and Operation LUNACY is shut down.
1947, January CE: OPERATION HIGHJUMP is organized by the US Navy. A total of 4700 men, 13 ships and 23
aircraft are involved. A base is set up at Little America. Extensive mapping of the coast and interior is accomplished.
Over 70,000 aerial photographs are taken.
1947 CE: In December, as a follow up to Highjump, OPERATION WINDMILL begins.
1947 CE: The Thugee cult in India is finally eliminated.
1947 CE: In December, Finn Ronne, leader of a private American Expedition, is based on Stonington Island. Flying
over the southern shores, he is the first to see the mountains of the western edge of the Filchner Ice Shelf.
1948 CE: PISCES encounter an IRA splinter cell, Bua Glas, worshipping the Green Man.
1950 CE: In February, a multinational expedition is set up in Dronning Maud Land, by Sweden, Great Britain and
Norway.
1953 CE: PISCES encounter Kikuya tribesmen in Kenya worshipping Ahtu.
1954 CE: PISCES encounter the Chau-chaus during the Malaysian Emergency. ESPer Tech Corporation founded in
Sydney, Australia.
1955 CE: Lt. Gen. Cornwall of the British Navy retires as director of PISCES.
1956 CE: British General Stewart Collier appointed as R.
1957 CE: In July, the International Geophysical Year begins with Antarctica the main effort of scientists from 67
countries over the next 18 months. Twelve new bases are constructed with the Amundsen-Scott base at the South Pole
(American) constructed for the OPERATION DEEPFREEZE expeditions.
1959 CE: In December, the twelve leading nations participating in the IGY sign the "Antarctic Treaty" in Washington,
DC. The treaty was framed as an agreement so the continent "shall continue forever to be used exclusively for peaceful
purposes". The treaty came into effect in 1961 and guarantees access and scientific research in all territory south of 60°
latitude.
1959 CE: A nuclear fail-safe is installed at Magonia. Brigadier-General Sir Charles Balfour appointed as R.
1961 CE: Cornwall dies under spurious circumstances.
1964 CE: British author Ronald Shea is infested by the Shan and commits suicide.
1968 CE: PISCES led assault on Goatswood. Prisoners captured, village razed, and moon-lens captured. Shan
infiltration begins in earnest.
1969 CE: Sir Charles Balfour retires to the life of a country squire. Sir Alan Hopkinson appointed as R.
1970, July 24th CE: Delta Green is officially disbanded by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the group begins its unofficial

existence as an illegal conspiracy.
1970, August 13th CE: Commander Bishop calls a meeting of all the former members of the Delta Green Steering
Committee. At this meeting Bishop proposes using capital captured during WWII to start their own proprietary
companies to allow Delta Green to continue fighting the supernatural. All those members loyal to Joseph Camp oppose
the idea as it would make Delta Green as bad as Majestic-12, those following Camp leave the meeting and continue
fighting the good fight on their own terms. Because of those Steering Committee members that stayed, Arkham
Enterprises is founded as the first of the Arkham GROUP’s proprietary corporations.
1970, September 1st CE: The Arkham GROUP is founded. Arkham Enterprises is established as AG’s first
proprietary company.
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1975 CE: Sir Michael Wellington appointed as R.
1975, Winter Solstice CE: Inmate Riot and manifestation of the Magna Mater at Oakdeene Sanitarium.
1977 CE: Old Varsity Theatre in Lower Brichester raided. Books and a telescope recovered.
1980 CE: Brichester’s Inland Revenue office demolished by orders of PISCES. Several arachnid specimens captured
for study and dissection.
1981 CE: Arkham Enterprises buys the Arthur Thompson Zeppelin Corporation, a Dirigible manufacturing firm, in a
leverage buyout. Once under the control of the Arkham GROUP , ATZ Corp. begins its rise to become one of the most
popular airlines in the United States. By 1993, ATZ Corp has become the 6th largest airline in the United States. What
few ever release is that ATZ Corp. is being used to transport arms and personnel across the world for the Arkham
GROUP .
1982 CE: The Zircon spy satellite constellation begins to take shape in the GCHQ.
1983 CE: Admiral John Tremayne appointed as R.
1984 CE: British Prime Minister Thatcher begins a three year battle that eventually bans trade unions at GCHQ.
1986 CE: The first of the Olympian Clubs is opened in Boston MA. By 1999, there are Olympian Clubs located all
over the world in most major cities.
1986 CE: ZIRCON is officially cancelled due to prohibitive cost, parliamentary fiscal controls, and journalistic leaks.
1987 CE: 1987 Brichester Lake drained by orders of PISCES. The police raid the BBC and The New Statesman and
seize all ZIRCON related materials.
1988 CE: Sir Colin Woodall appointed as R.
1989 CE: Lee Coleman is infested by Shan in the Severn Valley. Reorganization of PISCES completed. Severn
Aerospace is founded.
1971-1993 CE: Between fifty and eighty Delta Green operations occur in these years. Little or no information exists on
these clandestine, ad hoc ops.
1991CE: Miskatonic University and Georgetown University sponsor a Joint Expedition to study the Pyramids of
Mexico.
1991 CE: Sir Walter Cargill, Severn Aerospace Director, is infested by the Shan. Severn Aerospace completes its
production facility at Winterdown Flats, formerly Goatswood.
1993 CE: Karen Carpenter is recruited by Lee Coleman and his Army of the Third Eye.
1993, March 16th CE: Colonel John Chambers of Sigma Section leads a Sigma Team into the Swamps of Louisiana
under orders to eliminate a cult worshipping some dark deity. 48 hours after insertion, all contact is lost.

1993, March 17th CE: Aramis Marcel meets with Deputy Commander Drake in regards to joining the Arkham
GROUP.
1993, March 23rd CE: Operation - BAD MOON: Aramis Marcel has a meeting with his secret contact within the
Voodoo Community of New Orleans, Madame Dierdrie to find out about the disappearances of New Orleans locals.
1993, March 25th CE: Aramis & Dr. John, the grandfather of Madame Dierdrie enter the swamps north of New
Orleans looking for answers to the disappearance of New Orleans locals and the supposed disappeance and a military
team that was sent into the swamps.
1994 CE: Lady Marjorie Rittingham appointed as R.
1996 CE: The hunt for the Army of the Third Eye is taken over by PISCES. PISCES capture Lee Coleman and other
members of the Army of the Third Eye in Truro, Cornwall. Karen Carpenter assumes leadership of the Army.
1997 CE: Byron Northland heading a research team create the flying heliofortress known as POINT ZERO. Shortly
after its maiden flight, Commander Bishop relocates the Steering Committee of the Arkham GROUP to POINT ZERO
to put them out of the reach of assassins from Majestic-12.
1998, September 5th CE: Edgar Nuebaur & his friend Gurney fly to Boston to attend the funeral of Adrian
Macalaster. Before his journey to New England he is approached be a business man named Charles Weinstein III about
the acquisition of a certain book that was in the possession of Mr. Macalaster before his demise. Edgar and company
are attacked by a plant creature that melts his car before he is able to destroy it.
1998, September 5th - 6th CE : Edgar and his associates site see around Boston while waiting for the funeral of the
late Mr. Macalaster. Visiting the Sailors Club on the docks of Boston Harbor and the dance club "The Rage" in
downtown Boston. While at the dance club, Gurney becomes enthralled by a woman there, Edgar frees him from her
"spell" and shortly thereafter falls under her sway himself. With the assistance of Doctor Robert heck of Arkham MA,
Edgar and his associates along with Doctor Heck escape the dance club into the night of Boston. That night when they
retreat back to their hotel and hold up there for the night. During that evening, Edgar awakens to find a greenish mist
hovering above Gurney. He quickly falls back asleep believing it to be a dream. The following evening upon returning
to their hotel from a day of exploring the city, they find the woman that was at the dance club being beaten into a
bloody pulp in their room by a knight-like creature that could only be seen in a mirror. Just as the creature is about to
deal its death blow, the woman changes into a fine green mist and escapes. Not long after, Edgar and company leave
that hotel in search of another more secure location in the city. For no reason that any of them can understand, one of
their number steps out into the Boston street into the path of a on coming bus killing himself.
1998, September 9th CE : The funeral of Adrian Macalaster at the Church and Cemetery of St. Lazarus in Boston.
Edgar with the assistance of Doctor Heck investigate to church finding a stairway directly beneath the altar of the
church. They find a room containing the records of the church along with a massive metallic seal on the floor bearing
the seal of the Order of St. Lazarus. Also, by accident, under the seal they find a cavern with an underground river
leading to the Atlantic Ocean. Gurney falls into the cavern and during their attempt to rescue him he is attacked by
what appears to be humanoid fish creatures, Gurney is killed when a desk falls on him. The investigators leave Boston
bound for Arkham for the reading of Mr. Macalaster’s Last Will and Testament.They make a brief stop at Arkham
hospital to care for the wounds they gained from their encounter with the fish-men, that is where they meet Jonathan
Zameski; a solider in the US Army that was himself on his way to Arkham for the reading of the Macalaster Will.
1998, September 10th CE : During the reading of the Will, Edgar poses as Gurney and find that he was left a letter
and the deed to a house in Arkham. Charles Weinstein III is also at this meeting, as it turns out he is the nephew-bymarriage of Macalaster and he recieves nothing from the estate. He is also removed from the Board of Directors of the
Macalaster Foundation. Doctor heck attends the reading of the Will as a representation for Miskatonic University, the
university is given a sizeable donation from the Macalaster Foundation. Jonathan is left a WWII era jeep that the
investigators leave the Macalaster Estate in.
1998, September 11th CE : Edgar and his new associates read the letter they were given, in it Adrian Macalaster
leaves to them to stop the forces of darkness from bringing together the 13 Crystal Skulls of Mexico, thereby bringing
the end of the world. After leaving the Macalaster Estate they travel back into the city of Arkham to find the house that
Macalaster left and to retrieve the Book of Dorrathe before Weinstein is able to get his hands on it. While at the house
they find the book and are also attacked by a supernatural knight-like creature that nearly kills Edgar in its attempt to
gain the book.

1998, September 11th CE : Edgar is taken to Arkham hospital to recover from the wounds he received from the giant
knight-like creature. While in the hospital he is approached by Weinstein in another attempt to gain the book by
purchase or threat. He is also approached by the woman that changed into the mist , who was greatly angered to have
her plaything; Gurney, taken away from her. As it turns out she was a vampire and attempted to drain Edgar dry until
the pain killers he was on drove her away.
1998, September 15th CE : Edgar is released from Arkham Hospital, he and his associates proceed to hide out at a run
down hotel on the outskirts of Arkham. While there they make plans on how to handle the quest set before them. While
there, Jonathan’s new car is attacked by a plant creature similar to the one that attacked Edgar in Cincinnati. Edgar is
able to destroy the creature using some gasoline from a station across the street, destroying Jonathan’s new car in the
process. A police officer and his car are also destroyed by the creature, only a box of half smoldering donuts survives
the explosion.
1998, September 15th CE : Edgar and company return to Arkham hospital to deliver two journalists that were caught
in the middle of the battle. While in the Waiting Room of the Hospital, Edgar and his associates are approached by a
Commander Julian Bishop of the United States Navy, he begins quietly questioning Edgar on his experiences with the
Cthulhu Mythos. Realizing the danger that Edgar and company were in, Julian asks them to leave with them before
more "nasties" come looking for them in a place that they couldn’t possibly fight them off in, namely the hospital.
They all get into a black sedan and Bishop drives them to a deserted field on the outskirts of Arkham to and awaiting
helicopter. Before they are able to take off, a triangular aircraft approaches them at high speed and begins firing on
their chopper with some kind of sonic weapon. Seemingly out of no where another black helicopter appears and drives
the triangular aircraft away. 45 minutes later Bishop, Edgar and his associates land on board the flying fortress known
as POINT ZERO. Once there, Bishop offers them to chance to hunt down those horrors with the help of his
organization. Edgar and company accept his offer and join the ranks of the Arkham GROUP .
1998, September 16th CE : Edgar and his Beta Team are sent to New Orleans via "Gate" to track down some leads on
an item they need to enter the Dreamlands called the "Scepter of Dreams". While at a Occult shop in the French
Quarter, Edgar makes contact with a Voodoo Priestess that helps him make contact with Baron Samedi to gain
possession of the scepter. While Edgar is on his dream quest in the deadlands, his associates are attacked by two men in
black suits. Most of the Occult shop is destroyed in the battle, but both of their attackers are killed in the fire fight.
After their deaths, both bodies burst into flames and disintegrate in front of the team. Upon completing his dream quest,
Edgar returns with the Scepter of Dreams and the team has to take a bystander; Nathan Castle, into custody for the
duration.
1998, September 23th CE : Edgar’s Beta Team is equipped and briefed for Operation DREAMSCAPE. Their mission
is to stop Charles Weinstein III from bringing the Crystal Skulls back together in the Cathedral of Dreams in the
Dreamlands, thereby bringing about the end of the world. Already weird things have begun occurring in the real world,
three airliners have simply vanished and a dense wall of clouds is blocking the sun from shining worldwide.
1998, September 24th CE : Operation DREAMSCAPE begins with Edgar’s Beta Team being taken to Tumbleweed
New Mexico, supposedly there is a portal to the Dreamlands somewhere near the town. While in Tumbleweed they
meet the one remaining resident of Tumbleweed, an old man by the name of Jasper O’Conley. The following day the
town is attacked by two Russian HIND helicopter, destroying most of the town in the process. In their escape, Jasper
leads the team to the Dream Gate they were looking for and to the last remaining Crystal Skull that Weinstein hasn’t
gotten his hands on.
1998, September 25th - 26th CE : Edgar and his team journey through the Dreamlands in a race to stop Weinstein
from reuniting the Skulls. In the Dreamlands, they journey took them 3 months to complete, while in the real world it
was done in the time of a two days. In the end, Operation DREAMSCAPE is considered a success and Weinstein is
stopped. But it wasn’t Edgar or his team that stopped Weinstein, it was "N" and "Y" that did for reasons Edgar and the
Arkham GROUP still don’t understand.
1998, December 16th CE : Edgar is called back into active duty and assigned a new partner, Desmond Llewellan of
Her Majesty’s Secret Service. They are to go to Los Angeles to find out why another Beta Team hasn’t reported in.
They arrive in LA via "Gate" and find the house that the Agents were in has been turned into a slaughter house. Blood
and the remains of human body parts are every where, along with a cryptic note for Commander Bishop. They also find
splatters of some kind of purplish liquid all over the place, which they can only assume to be some kind of blood from
the attackers of their Agents. After investigating the house, Edgar and Desmond use their "green cards" to call up a
"Gate" to bring them back to POINT ZERO. When the "Gate" appears they step through only to find that they are not
in the place they wanted to be. They find themselves in a stone corridor, within a moment of them stepping through the
"Gate", they are attacked by two more men in black and they retreat back through the "Gate". This time finding

themselves back in POINT ZERO. Commander Bishop order that the "Gate" be shut down until they can figure out just
what went wrong.
1998, December 19th - 22nd CE: Edgar and Desmond and the rest of their Beta Team; Mr. Blue, Dr. Nicholas
Jameson and Victor Kruger of the ATF, are sent to Colorado to investigate the murders several seemingly unconnected
individuals. They find out during the course of their investigation that all of the deceased were in some way responsible
for the trying and sentencing of a dead convict named Damon Phelps. While in Denver they realize that the only
surviving person responsible for sending Phelps to prison was the District Attorney who was away at a mountain retreat
for some type of banquet dinner. Edgar and Desmond race into the mountains in an attempt to save the man’s life. On
their way to the secluded hotel, a blizzard develops and they are force to walk to the rest of the way to the hotel. Once
they arrive, they find the intended victim is still alive and approach him telling him that his life is in danger that they
have been sent to protect him. Eventually he dies anyway, and Edgar and Desmond are forced to face off with a killer
that can get inside peoples minds and that can jump bodies. After a harrowing battle, Desmond and Edgar are able to
kill Damon and they leave the hotel after the storm breaks two days later.
Shortly after returning from the mountains, Edgar and Desmond hook back up with the rest of their team. Not long after
it, they are catapulted into a dark future where both Dr. Nicholas Jameson and Victor Kruger of the ATF are killed by
an irradiated blob creature with lots of tentacles, eyes, and mouths. Mr. Blue loses the lower half of his leg to the
creature. While there, they find a 17 year old boy hiding in the mountains. After befriending him they find out that the
time they are currently in is about 100 years after World War III. Somehow Edgar, Desmond, Mr. Blue and the boy;
Sammy are able to escape back to their own time through another "Gate".
December 31st , 1998 CE: President Bill Clinton is Impeached by Congress for misuse of Presidential Authority and
Power.
1999 CE: Delta Green Operation EARL GREY uncovers evidence of Shan activity in the United Kingdom. Embassy
Row Massacre. PISCES-directed SAS teams attack Delta Green agents outside the US embassy in London.
1999, January 8th - 14th CE : Edgar and the rest of his Beta Team, except Desmond go to the Bahamas to get some
R&R. While there a hurricane blows through, Desmond finds out that Weinstein is still alive and has put a price on
Edgar’s head. Desmond flies down to the Bahamas to rescue them from a Russian Merc that Weinstein sent for Edgar.
In rescuing Edgar, some huge creature eats the Russian Mercenary’s sea plane and Edgar and the rest of his team
escape into the interior of the island. They hide inside a cave that turns out to be an ancient temple just as the hurricane
blows through. While in the temple, they begin hearing strange noises coming from the tree line outside and something
begins hurling coral spears at them. They hide further back in the cave where they find a "Gate" room hidden behind
some rubble. One of the investigators has a moment or enlightenment (or madness) and cuts his hand and bleeds on the
"Gate" on the stone floor; he immediately disappears and shortly there after the rest of the team follows him. Once
through the "Gate" they find themselves in a city of those half man half fish creatures and unable to not obey they
commands of their captors. They are experimented on and not long after they escape with the help of a Sigma Team
that was sent to rescue them. Mr. Blue promptly has a nervous breakdown and has to be committed to a Mental
Hospital after leaving the Bahamas.
1999, January 16th CE : Desmond receives a telegram from England requesting his return home. Edgar and the rest
of the Team follow him to England at a distance. While Desmond is away dealing with personal issues, Edgar and his
Beta Team have another run in with the Men in Black. This time they are abducting people, mostly teenagers, in
London and experimenting on them. Edgar and his team are able to put a stop to their plan with the help of Jonathan
Breefley, a member of Delta Force that was stationed at the American Embassy in London.
1999, January 17th CE: Former President Bill Clinton is sentenced to 50 years in a Federal Facility for Misuse of
Presidential Authority and Power.
1999, January 18th CE: Vice President Al Gore is sworn in to office as the President of the United States. Thomas
Thorintine, Dem. Senator from MA becomes his Vice President.
1999, April CE: The Arkham GROUP initiates Operation DAYBREAK. Beta Team leader, Edgar Neubaur and his
team journey to Egypt on the trail of Charles Weinstein III to stop him from finding and reviving the ancient pharaoh,
Menkuhor the Nightbringer. Operation DAYBREAK ends with Weinstein dying at the hands of Menkuhor and Edgar
beheading the pharaoh after receiving near fatal wounds that end with him in a coma. Sammy is killed while in Cairo
by what witnesses referred to as a man in a grey suit.
1999, August CE: Edgar Neubaur awakens from a three month coma to find himself as a patient in the Naval Hospital
in Bethesda Maryland. Shortly after awaking, Edgar releases that he has had major plastic surgery done on his face

totally altering his appearance and the hospital staff believes him to be Lt. Commander Vincent Truscani, a pilot in the
United State Navy. Within a few hours of him waking up, Deputy Commander Thadius Daysfield of Gamma Section
meets with him and explains that the changes were needed to protect his life and to keep him out of the hands of the
Federal Authorities. He is told that a look alike is out there murdering people with the relic sword that was stolen from
him while he was in London England. Edgar is assigned to work with Ethan Quill to investigate the disappearances of
several well known archaeologists.
1999, August CE: Dr. Deborah Fallcome of Georgetown University is found murdered at GU by the Georgetown
Police Dept. Dr. Hugh Grant of Georgetown University is found murdered at GU in the Office of the Dept. of
Archaeology. Both doctors of Archaeology. Edgar and Ethan Quill find the remains of both Archaeologists at
Georgetown University.
1999, September CE: Desmond, Edgar, Doctor Heck and Ethan Quill travel to Mexico City in an attempt to stop the
abduction of Dr. Juanita Sanchez, a Doctor of Archaeology at University of Mexico. They find the remains of one of
her assistants and leave the university before the authorities can question them. While in Mexico City they are attacked
by Weinstein, this time as a vampire. Doctor Heck under the mind control of Weinstein attacks the rest of the Team and
has to be subdued. They are saved by what they can only believe to be another vampire because they never got to see
their rescuer. After leaving the hotel they were in, they went to the local hospital to tend to Doc Heck’s wounds.
1999, September 11th - 13th CE: Edgar and his Beta Team travel to Belize to investigate the dig that is under way at
the Incan Pyramid that is there. On there why there, they receive assistance by the CIA in the form of a Gunnery Sgt.
Thomas Beckett, the Deputy Commander of Sigma Section. Once they arrive at the dig site, they found 3 Russian
HIND attack helicopters guarding the area along with 2 smaller attack helicopters. The team is captured while
attempting to sneak into the site at night by none other than Weinstein. They are taken to a man named Jean Baptist and
he gives them the chance to join him, of course they refuse his offer and Baptist orders Weinstein to have the killed as
he leaves the dig for some unknown reason. Edgar and Desmond are able to escape with the help of some of the
Russian Mercenaries that Weinstein believed to be loyal to Baptist. Commander Bishop takes a helicopter from POINT
ZERO and flies down to Belize in an attempt to help save the Beta Team from certain death. While escaping the dig
site, Edgar, Desmond, the rest of the Beta Team and their Russian rescuers steal one of the HIND helicopters, they use
its missile launchers to destroy the dig site with Weinstein still in the temple wrestling with some ancient vampire that
he had just awoken. While Bishop gets into the middle of a dog fight with the two smaller attack copters, his helicopter
is shot down but not before he is able to take out the other two with the help of Edgar and friends.
1999 September 13th CE : Bishop and company escape to Panama where they leave their ruined HIND behind and
bribe the authorities to allow them out of the country just as a Coup of going down. They travel back to England to hide
out at a MI-6 safe house.
1999 September 18th CE: Special Agent Saint James of the Los Angeles Brach Office of the FBI throws himself out
of the window of his 8th floor office in an apparent suicide.
1999 September 19th CE: Juliana Saint James murders her three children and then commits suicide for no apparent
reason, other than the death of her husband the day before.
1999 September 24th CE: Investigators Bradley McBride and Emily Brown of Beta Team "BlueSix" are sent to Los
Angeles to investigate the mysterious suicide of FBI Agent Saint James, after he threw himself out of this 8th floor
Branch Office window. Both Bradley and Emily check in with the Olympian Club to let the Arkham GROUP know
they arrived. Their cover story is that they are Special Agents working for the FBI investigating the death of Special
Agent Saint James.
1999 September 25th CE: Bradley and Emily continue their investigation of the death of Agent Saint James. Their
investigation of his home turns up no real clues, on their way out, they are attacked by one of the Police Officers
guarding the crime scene. Emily is shot through the leg and Bradley is forced to rush her to the nearest hospital in
Riverside.
1999 September 26th CE: Investigators Collin McLir and Katherine Schincski arrive at Los Angeles International
Airport, their mission is to assist Bradley in his investigation of the Saint James Case. Bradley and the rest of "BlueSix"
go to the home of the Police Officer that fired on himself and Emily, once there they find the man’s wife dead in the
upstairs bathroom bathtub. They find the police officers body in the basement also dead. Immediately Bradley contacts
POINT ZERO for a clean up crew to be sent to cover up the charnel house. The clean up crew comes in the house via a
"gate" and proceeds to put the house to the torch., then leaves through another "gate". Bradley and "BlueSix" leave
heading back to the Olympian Club located on Vennes Beach. When heading back they find that they are being tailed
by who they believe to be the Maid of the Police Officer’s family.

Once in the Olympian Club, they notify the Manager that there might be a situation. By this point it is too late, the
Maid’s body in found in the women’s restroom, dead, by Katherine. She promptly has the restroom sealed off.
Somewhere along the way, the Manager of the Olympian Club attacks Katherine behind the bar, shooting her in the leg,
then attacks Collin when he attempts to assist her. After a struggle, the Manager escapes from the Olympian Club in the
chaos of the crowd attempting to leave the club.
Later on that evening, after much investigation it is determined that this could only be the work of the dead psychic
murderer, Damon Phelps, in an attempt to exact his own form of revenge against the Arkham GROUP for the death of
his last host body.
1999 October 7th - 8th CE: Bradley McBride and "BlueSix" are assigned the mission of protecting a man that said he
was defecting from the mysterious Illuminati, and that he was willing to share secret information regarding some
planned operation of theirs. While on an Amtrak train bound from Houston Texas to Charleston South Carolina, the
defector and "BlueSix" are attacked by a supernatural creature that seemed to be feeding off of the life force of
Katherine. The defector is killed by the Skull and chain creature and then dispelled when Bradley destroys it with a
blast from his AE-50 pistol.
While nearing Chicago, Bradley and Collin decide that it would be best if the Arkham GROUP sent a helicopter to get
them off of the train before they reached Chicago and would be forced to answer questions they were not prepared to
answer to the authorities. While on the roof of the train, Collin notices a black helicopter coming in from the deck to
the south of them, he calls into AG to confirm that their ride was inbound. At this point Collin figures out that this
black helicopter isn’t their ride, he also can hear the sound of a mini gun charging itself to fire. Collin and Louis drop to
the top of the train as the helicopter beginning firing on the train car they are in.
Below, Bradley and Katherine are making their way to the end of the train. Neither of them even notice the black
helicopter coming in on them. By the time they look up, the black helicopter has already begun firing on the train. Both
Bradley and Katherine are riddled full of bullets. Collin and Louis, seeing what happened to their comrades drop back
into the train car through the hole in the roof made by the mini gun fire.
By this point, their ride arrives and is able to drive off the black helicopter. Both Bradley and Katherine are rushed to
the nearest hospital in critical condition. Collin and Louis (Louis was more or less abducted by the team) proceed to the
Olympian Club in Chicago with the briefcase that the defector had on him.
At the hospital, both Bradley and Katherine are rushed to the ER, with the hospital staff fully expecting both of them to
die. While in the ER, through some miracle or dark miracle, both Bradley and Katherine are healed by some unknown
power and the ER staff freaks out calling for the police. Both Bradley and Katherine escape from the hospital and make
their way back to the Arkham Enterprises corporate office tower in Chicago. After hours of interrogation, Collin and
two AG interrogators are able to determine that this is truly Bradley and Katherine. There is a meeting with Deputy
Commander Alexandra Cassey of Alpha Section. It is decided from a map in the briefcase that the next destination of
"BlueSix" will be Cairo Egypt to investigate the Tomb and Temple complex that "BlueFive" found earlier that year.
1999 October 10th CE: Katherine Schincski, a member of Beta Team BlueSix dies in a climbing accident while
entering an Egyptian dig site.
1999 October 13th - 14th CE: BlueSix begins investigating an ancient tomb and temple complex located 1,000 feet
under the Karnak Temple Complex. Beta Team Leader, Collin McLir is shot by one of this own team members for
unknown reasons; and attacked by a vampire.
1999 October 15th CE: BlueSix assisted by a strike force made up of Unknown/possibly Illuminati (?) Mercenaries
trek deep into the Egyptian desert to the south in an attempt to destroy the vampires that have taken thousands of
Egyptians and Foreign citizens hostage in an ancient underground city. Collin kills the vampire that turned him;
returning him to mortality. Commander Bishop with the remaining members of BlueFive assist BlueSix in escaping the
underground city, fleeing into the desert in a stolen transport truck. That night Commander Bishop aranges for a
submarine to meet them off the Egyptian coast to transport them away from Egypt back to the New England coast.
1999 October 22th CE: BlueSix arrives on the coast of New England in MA. As the team is disembarking, one of its
newest members; Josey Jones the Egyptologist disappears and is not seen again.
1999 October 22rd CE: Bradley, Collin and Louis go to Bradley's home to find an address book in the hopes of
finding someone to help them with their mission. Collin and Louis are kidnapped while Bradley is searching the
upstairs floor. A friend of his, Carmen appears at his door telling him what she saw. And another woman, a southern
lady approaches them telling them that she saw his friends attacked with what looked like a stun gun and that they were

carted away in a black van. Bradley contacts his colleague Emily Brown, a former Operative of the Arkham GROUP
for assistance. The southern woman attempts to follow Bradley and Carmen and ends up hospitalized after Bradley
shoots out her motorcycle from under her.
After meeting with Emily, Bradley finds out the woman he attacked was a friend of hers. So he and Carmen trek back
to the hospital to find her, only to find that see is not there. He receives a call from Laura telling him that she is waiting
for him at the bar that he met Emily at. Once everyone got back together, Bradley laid down the cards for everyone
present; telling them that the rapture was coming in 210 days and that only they could stop it.
Not long after this, they are attacked by three zombies that attempt to kill them. They flee to a Catholic Church down a
few block and hide within it. The dead creatures break their way into the Church and continue attacking BlueSix. The
last of the creatures is unexpectedly killed by a man named Maximilian Stoller. The tells the team if they wish to live to
follow him.
1999 October 23th CE: Maximilian Stoller offers BlueSix a deal, he is willing to help them if they will help him
rescue his twin daughters from the Illuminati's grasp. Bradley and Carmen agree to help him in return for his assistance.
1999 October 25rd CE: BlueSix, lead by Bradley McBride travel into northern New York on orders from Commander
Bishop to use the old Refectory HQ to re-supply. Once into the underground complex, they are attacked by the AI:
Black Bishop that is defending the facility. After fighting their way down to the computer core, Bradley is able to
deactivate the computer with a special laser disc that Commander Bishop gave him. Bradley and his companion are
gravely injured in the battle; Bradley losing his left arm to a mini gun, and his friend Carmen losing the ability to use
her right arm.
1999 October 26th CE: Bradley and Carmen, badly injured leave the Refectory in search of medical assistance that
only Maximilian Stoller can get them quickly. Maximilian Stoller drops Carmen off at a local hospital, then takes
Bradley to some of his Illuminati associates in order to replace Bradleys missing arm. At gun point, a group of
Illuminati doctors replace Bradley’s left arm with a cybernetic replacement. Shortly thereafter, Bradley is out for the
next four days.
1999 October 30th CE: Early Morning - Maximilian Stoller moves a very groggy Bradley into his van, then kills all of
the doctors that worked on him in order to keep the rest of the Illuminati from finding out that Stoller is back in the
game and that Bradley McBride is still alive. Not long after awakening, Bradley instructs Stoller to take him back to the
Refectory. Once there, Bradley with Stoller in tow, re-enters the Refectory. This time around, there is a Arkham
GROUP staff and security waiting inside. Stoller is taken into custody, and Commander Bishop and Bradley arrange
for Carmen to be transported back to the Refectory. Once at the Refectory, Commander Bishop gives Carmen Johnson
the choice of either joining the Arkham GROUP or being locked away in a mental asylum for the rest of her natural
life, she chooses to join the Arkham GROUP.
1999 October 30th CE: Noon – Commander Bishop with the help of the Deputy Commander of Sigma Section plan for
a raid on Dunwich, in an attempt to stop Jean-Baptiste Delarant from activating the third pyramid in the Dunwich hills.
Bradley and Carmen, along with a detachment of Sigma soldiers begin readying themselves for the raid on Dunwich.
1999 October 30th CE: Late Afternoon-Early Evening – Bradley and Carmen with their Sigma Section support raid the
town of Dunwich MA. They are dropped off outside of the town by Blackhawk Helicopters. Once inside the town,
BlueSix and the Sigma Soldiers are attacked by hundreds of demon-like zombies much like the once that attacked
Bradley and Carmen in the Boston Church. After about 2 hours of firefight, Delarant tells Bradley that he has sent a
sizeable force of what he calls “Necrosites” to destroy the town of Arkham. Upon hearing this, Bradley radios it into
the Reflectory. Commander Bishop pulls everyone back to they staging area where they landed. At that point, they are
transported to Arkham where Commander Bishop meets them with what is remaining of the Sigma Section forces that
were at the Refectory. From that point on, Commander Bishop and his Arkham GROUP forces fight off the Necrositic
forces that were attacking the town. The attack finally ends in the early morning hours of the 31st.
1999 October 31st CE: Early Morning Hours - The Arkham GROUP, with Commander Bishop in the lead, and with
the remaining members of BlueSix, Gate up to Point Zero in an attempt to re-take it from the Bishop look-alike that has
been masquerading as Commander Bishop for the past 6-7 months. Within the period of 30 minutes, Point Zero is back
under the command of the real Commander Julian Bishop. Bradley finds a “kill list” in the Point Zero database of
Agents and Beta teams that are scheduled for deletion. Bradley makes the situation known to Bishop, who sends out the
order to stand down all Omega operatives that are currently looking for the listed agents.
1999 October 31st CE: Noon – Deputy Commander Alexandra Cassey, brings two replacements up to Point Zero to
fill the empty positions in BlueSix. Archaeologist; Erin Wolfe, and FBI Agent; Nicholas Hunter. Wolfe was working

on a native American dig in New Mexico when Point Zero had her brought up. Agent Hunter was called into from
Chicago, at this point he believes he is being assigned to a Joint-Federal-Private Taskforce. Once on Point Zero, Agents
McBride and Johnson meet with Hunter and Wolfe. Their assignment is to go to New Orleans in an attempt to find
leads at an Occult Shop in the French Quarter in finding a Crystal Skull and an ancient tome called the “ Book of
Dorrathe”. On the Flight to New Orleans, Hunter and Wolfe have a dream in which Milton speaks to them, asking them
if the world is worth saving.
1999 October 31st CE: Late Afternoon – BlueSix arrives at New Orleans International Airport, they are taken by car to
the Arkham GROUP New Orleans Branch Office in the French Quarter. While in New Orleans, Bradley has another
run in with John Milton at a restaurant in the French Quarter, Milton buys Bradley’s table a bottle of the most
expensive wife on tap and then proceeds to leave going his own way once again. After the restaurant, BlueSix decides
to head up to the Gun Club just outside of town to work on their marksmanship, after that, they head back to the Branch
Office.
1999 October 31st CE: Evening – Once back at the New Orleans Branch Office, BlueSix is attacked by what appears
to be homeless people. Shortly into the battle, Bradley and Carmen realize that these attackers are in fact more
Necrosites sent by Delarant. During the attack, Carmen kills one of the Necrosites and becomes infected by its demonic
essence. For the rest of the evening, Carmen attempts to fight for control of her body against the necrositic invader that
is attempting to take control of her. Toward 10pm, Carmen loses the battle and the Necrosite takes control of her body.
She tries to attack Agent Hunter then escapes the Branch Office, taking refuge in the back alleyways across the streat
from the Branch Office. Bradley follows her into the Alleyways with the help of the Refectory tracking her through her
AG Card. In a basement, Carmen attacks Bradley and he is forced to kill her. In the moments when her body is dead,
Milton comes to her and asks her what she would give to come back and do it all over again. She agrees to serve him
upon her next death. Meanwhile, Bradley kills the Necrositic Carmen a second time. At which point, she is resurrected
by Milton and Bradley brings a very confused and horrified Carmen back to the Branch Office.
1999 October 31st – November 1st CE: Carmen is shipped back to the Refectory for some physical and psychological
tests. Bradley and BlueSix head off to London England after hearing on CNN that there was a break in at the London
Museum of Antiquities. Deputy Commander Cassey informs BlueSix that the London Museum was the last known
location of two of the Crystal Skulls that the Arkham GROUP has been looking for. It just so happens that Erin has a
friend working at the London Museum who is in charge of the Mesoamerican exhibit. Erin contacts her friend David
while on route asking to meet with him.
1999 November 1st CE: Early Morning - BlueSix arrives in London and immediately proceeds to the Olympia Club
where they contact the Manager of the club. The manager arranges for BlueSix to be invited to the Ball that is to be
held at the Museum in the evening. He also arranges for Erin, Bradley and Nicholas to have proper attire for the Ball.
1999 November 1st CE: Noon – Erin meets with David at the Museum, she gets to meet David’s girlfriend; Anne
(Amanda Stoller), and David and Erin proceed to a local pub for a bite to eat and a drink. Bradley and Nicholas tail
Erin to the Pub where they find a seat where they can watch the two. After her lunch with David, David says his
goodbyes and heads back to the Museum to get it ready for the Ball in the evening. Erin meets up with Bradley and
Nicholas telling them about David and the exhibit. About how there was a break in at the Museum where the security
guards were murdered and the Crystal Skulls were taken.
1999 November 1st CE: Evening – Bradley, Erin and Nicholas attend the Ball at the Museum. Once there, they have a
run in with a certain Russian that Bradley vaguely remembers from the attack on the Amtrack train outside of Chicago.
At the Ball, Erin dances with both Bradley and Nicholas for a time. While watching the dance floor, an Englishman
approaches Nicholas and talks to him briefly, letting Nicholas know that he has a very good idea of why they are their
without saying much. Bradley and Erin head up to the Mesoamerican Exhibit to hear David speak about it. The
Russian gentleman with the foul smelling cigarettes following them up to the Exhibit. Nicholas watches as the
Englishman; Sir Simon York, pays a waiter to spill a tray of drinks on the Russian gentlemen. The Russian storms
away. Not long after David’s speech, Erin approaches him with Bradley in tow. David tells them that he is going to
propose to Anne that night. Once David is away, Erin and Bradley head back to the main Ballroom floor. It is at this
point that Bradley notices just who “Anna” is. When David and Anna leave the Ball, Bradley directs Erin and Nicholas
to their limo and has it follow Anna and David’s car.
While watching David and Anna enter her apartment building, Bradley notices the Russian getting out of a car and
arming himself with two silenced pistols. Bradley directs the limo to stop just down the street, where he, Erin and
Nicholas exit the vehicle. Bradley follows the Russian up to the apartment building and into it. The Russian takes and
elevator, Bradley take the stairs up to the floor that the Russian got off at. Bradley instructs Erin and Nicholas via his
AG Card to make their way up to the floor he is on via the emergency stairs. When all of them are together, Bradley
enters the hallway, and goes to the only open door on the floor. That is where he hears the Russian telling Anna to kill

David and she refuses. The Russian tells her that betrayal has only one penalty, and both the Russian and Anna struggle
with the pistol he is carrying. Bradley bursts into the apartment and tries to shoot the Russian, and misses. Nicholas
enters behind Bradley and there is a standoff between the Russian, Bradley and Nicholas. It ends with the Russian
using Anna as a hostage and the Russian escapes out the window onto the landing strut of a helicopter outside.
1999 November 2nd CE: Early Morning – Bradley calls for a Gate to transport them to the London Olympian Club.
Once there, they subdue Anna/Amanda Stoller and straightjacket her. In subduing her, Nicholas is almost killed by her.
Not long afterwards, Erin tries to calm David down, Bradley decides to use a tranq dart instead. A few hours later, most
of them has gotten their rest, they receive a message that Carmen will be rejoining them shortly. In a back alley of a
nearby street, a Gate opens and Carmen walks out into London. On her way to the Olympian Club, Carmen begins
noticing a lot of unusual activity, watchers watching the Olympian Club. She decides to not head directly there, but to
go to a coffeehouse just down the street to watch the activity herself. After watching for about an hour and a half
Carmen decides to send some coffee down to one of the watchers in an attempt to catch him off-guard. He simply
denies her claims and goes on his way. At this point, Carmen enters the Olympian Club and goes down to the bunker
where the rest of BlueSix is camped out at. She tells them of all of the strange activity on the streets surrounding the
club. They begin watching the streets for the next hour. Not long after this, they receive a message from Point Zero
telling them that there is someone that wishes to speak with them. On the screen appears Sir Simon York, he tells them
that staying where they are is dangerous and he is willing to help them out of the situation for a favor that he will later
collect. They refuse and end the communication, but not before he gives them a way to contact him.
At five past noon, a gentleman in a tan long coat enters the club. He them begins flipping a gold coin in the air while
sitting at a table. Bradley notices this and immediately tells the club manager. But by this point, its too late. The man
with the gold coin flips a few of them into the room and the demonic chain creatures appear attacking anything that
moves. With a slaughter occurring in the main club, BlueSix is cornered in the Bunker. The Sorcerer with the coins
then attempts to penetrate the interior of the club heading to the lift leading to the Bunker. The Skull creatures attack
the lift doors, when that doesn’t appear to be working, the Sorcerer takes out some dust from his pocket and blows it on
the doors, they immediately start disintergrating.
At this point, Nicholas decides to take Sir Simon York up on his deal and contacts him. Sir York tells Nicholas that
help is on its way. Up above, a young woman cautiously enters the club, heading back to where the lift is. She kills the
Sorcerer with a bullet to the head. She then helps BlueSix out of the Bunker and helps to set up a way for them to get
out of the club without being arrested by the London Police or the SAS. She tells them to toss away their weapons and
to lie on the floor. Not long after, the paramedics enter the club and begin taking them out to an awaiting ambulance
bus. From London the bus takes them to an estate in Yorkshire, and an awaiting helicopter to get them out of the
country. All thanks to Sir Simon York and his associates.
1999 November 2nd CE: Afternoon – BlueSix arrives at Paris International Airport and boards a ATZ Airship bound
for the United States. With Amanda Stoller and David in tow, BlueSix is forced to take turns babysitting them two of
them. For the entire voyage back, they keep Amanda Stoller sedated to keep her from attacking them again. By their
point they know that she has been brainwashed to kill herself if she was ever captured.
1999 November 3rd CE: Early Morning -Three Hours from JFK – Carmen, Erin and Amada are attacked into their
sleep by the Vampire; Charles Weinstein III. Erin is bitten in the Dreamlands by Weinstein, not long afterwards,
Weinstein attempts to attack BlueSix in their staterooms on the airship. They are able to fight him off, only to find
another vampire; Alexis Santarro waiting for them in another of their staterooms. She offers them a deal that will get
them off the airship alive without Weinstein getting them. She is able to keep Weinstein away from them for the rest of
the flight. Once they land at JFK, Bradley arranges for the “police” to lead them off of the airship with the help of the
Arkham GROUP. Two paramedics from the Arkham GROUP take Amanda Stoller off of the airship before the rest of
BlueSix. This time, something goes wrong and they are taken to a deserted warehouse near the Boston Docks where
they hear the police talking about when they were going to be “iced”. Bradley is able to break his handcuffs with his
cybernetic arm, just as another car arrives. Outside of the Police Van, BlueSix can hear the police officers being cut
down. Bradley can just barely see two men in black suits with SMGs. Bradley makes it up to the front of the police van
and grabs the shotgun, just as the rear doors are thrown open and the two men in black begin spraying the inside with
UZI gunfire. Bradley escapes front the open front side door and kills one of them with a shotgun blast to the chest.
Nicholas is able to escape out the front and grabs the UZI from the fallen MiB. Nicholas is forced to kill the last MiB
and BlueSix makes its escape out of the warehouse.
Once on the street, Bradley calls in for Control to get them a Gate to a safehouse. Once at the safehouse, BlueSix takes
some time to rest and lick their wounds. David is coming more and more withdrawn. Bradley is becoming more and
more violent and gun happy. Erin goes up to the second story of the house to rest, Carmen is taken away by two
Arkham GROUP men because she is becoming more and more unstable.

1999, November 24th CE: BlueSix leaves Boston on route to San Francisco in an Arkham GROUP custom RV to
retrieve the original copy of the Book of Dorrathe from Ray’s Occult Books, the last known location of the book
disappeared from lock up at Gamma Point in New Mexico. Sigma Captain Jacqueline Davidson joins BlueSix, taking
over Carmen Johnson’s position.
1999, November 26th CE: BlueSix stops in Chicago at the home of Archaeologist; Erin Wolfe and at the home of FBI
Agent; Nicholas Hunter. Both of their apartments are found broken into, in Hunter’s condo they find his dog is dead
and his next door neighbor is found dead and stuffed into his refrigerator. A bloody suit is found in Hunter’s closet;
someone is obviously trying to set him up.All of Hunter’s and Wolfe’s personal files are missing from their homes.
When Hunter goes to his car, he finds a dead mail man in the trunk of his camaro in the garage beneath the condo.
From Hunter’s condo, they proceed to Erin Wolfe’s office at the University of Chicago. Upon arriving at Erin’s office,
she finds all of her Central and South American Files missing. While waiting for Erin to return, Hunter finds out that
there are APBs out for both himself and Erin for the murder.
1999, November 27th CE: BlueSix continues its journey to San Francisco.
1999, November 28th CE: Traveling to San Francisco. BlueSix arrives in San Francisco in the late afternoon. While in
San Francisco, BlueSix makes contact with Raymond Albertini, the owner of Ray’s Occult Books. He ends up giving
them no information because of whatever contracts he has signed to protect confidentiality.
1999, November 28th CE: Evening - BlueSix enters Ray’s Occult Books to gain possession of the Book of Dorrathe.
While in the shop, they find the owner either dead or stoned out of this mind behind the front counter. Somehow, they
set off the shops security system while proceeding to the basement where they believe the book vault to be. That’s
where they find Jessica Stoller going through the Vault. Capt. Davidson throws a stun grenade into the room with
Stoller and knocks her cold. At this point, they can see from monitors in the basement that a helicopter is hover over the
building, dropping armed men onto the roof.
1999, November 28th CE: Late Evening – BlueSix escapes Ray’s Occult Books with the help of their questionable
ally, Sir Simon York. But the price is they must leave Jessica Stoller behind in the book shop. BlueSix heads to the San
Francisco docks where it meets a sail boat that takes them to Callaway Island just off of the coast of the US. Once at
Trinity Base, Erin begins decoding the Book of Dorrathe.
1999, November 28th to December 24th CE: Erin Wolfe finishes decoding the Book of Dorrathe, but it still seems
unfinished. There still seem to be pieces missing. BlueSix travels back to San Francisco for a Christmas Day party that
is thrown b y Commander Bishop himself as thanks for all their work and sacrifices.
1999, December 25th CE: Army of the Yellow Sign detonates two neutron bombs in the continental United States.
One in San Diego California, one in Miami Florida. The total death toll is suspected to be somewhere around 4 million
Americans killed. Sigma Captain Jacqueline Davidson attempts to commit suicide after finding out about the attacks on
San Diego and Miami. BlueSix travels to New York in an attempt to stop another attack which they feel will occur at
the United World Religions Council gathering.
1999, December 26th CE: Army of the Yellow Sign attacks the United World Religions Council gathering at the
Sedgewick Hotel in New York City, detonating a bomb that kills at least 15 FEMA Agents and 10 members of the
UWRC. Beta Team BlueSix infiltrates the UWRC gathering as agents for FEMA in an attempt to stop the terrorist
attack, they are able to stop the killing of most of the delegates, but a bomb explodes killing 5 delegates of the UWRC
along with multiple members of the FEMA Taskforce that was stationed at the Sedgewick Hotel.
1999, December 27th CE: President Gore declares Martial Law after the recent acts of terror within the United States.
1999, December 29th CE: National Guard Troops clash with protestors in Boston in opposition to President Gore’s
declaration of Martial Law. Five rioters are killed, 15 others are wounded. * Poison Gas Bomb explodes in the English
Channel Tunnel, killing 240 English and French Tourists.
1999, December 30th CE: President Gore, with the approval of Congress creates the Office of Homeland Security in
an attempt to end the acts of terror that began with the bombings of San Diego and Miami. Retired Air Force General,
Fredrick Temerold is appointed as its first Director, charged with ending the acts of terrorism against the United States
and its citizens.
1999, December 31st CE: Early Morning - The vampire Alexis Santarro contacts Bradley outside of the Refectory
mansion in New York to tell him that Erin will turn into a vampire if and when she dies, she also tells them about a
super-freighter that is coming into the Boston Harbor in the evening that contains hundreds of coffin sized boxes and

that Charles Weinstein III is on board with one of the Crystal Skulls that they are after. Alexis also makes it known
later to Erin in a dream that Erin is not like other vampires, when she feeds from mortals she spreads her form of
vampirism to all of her victims like a plague. Bradley and BlueSix begin preparing for a mission to attack the superfreighter that is coming into the US via Boston. Erin Wolfe, BlueSix’s Archaeologist finds out that she will become a
vampire upon her death, further weakening her hold on sanity. Weinstein comes to Erin in a vision further pushing her
over the edge.
Mid-day - Erin Wolfe attempts to leave the Refectory with the Arkham GROUP’s copy of the Book of Dorrathe, Black
Bishop; the Refectory’s AI stops Erin using one of the combat drones that it had guarding her while she was reading
the book. Erin rises as a vampire upon her death and attacks several members of the Refectory staff, one survives,
another dies and turns into a vampire within minutes. Nicholas is forced to kill the secretary that was turned. Erin
Wolfe is confined to the Medical Lab of the Refectory as BlueSix attempts to figure out what they can do about her. In
the end, she is allowed to go on the mission to the ship.
Afternoon; 4-5pm - BlueSix is transported to the super-freighter by Seahawk Helicopters along with a six man Sigma
Team and two Apache attack copters for air support. Once on the ship, they are attacked by the security team that
Weinstein had on board the ship, also attacked by a demonic figure in the captain’s quarters. Erin attempts to kill the
demonic figure, in the end finding that her strength during the daylight hours is greatly decreased from what it would
be at night.
One BlueSix makes it to the hold of the ship, they find all of the wooden coffins and a office trailer that Weinstein is in.
Erin attempts to face Weinstein down and ends up cowering away when he dominates her. The rest of BlueSix comes
to Erin’s rescues while the Sigma Team repels down into the ship’s hold to begin opening the coffins to the light of the
sun.
Weinstein attacks Erin when she runs from the trailer, nailing her in the back with a silver knife. Bradley and Nicholas
face off with Weinstein with the help of Erin once she has regained her wits. Weinstein turns into a mist and escapes,
Nicholas blows open the safe in the trailer to find the Crystal Skull they were looking for. Shortly thereafter, BlueSix
feels an explosion rock the ship as its engine section explodes. The Sigma Team loses 3 members to its attempt to
destroy the vampires in the coffins and escapes up their repel lines to the Seahawk Helicopter hovering above the ship.
BlueSix escapes the ship, but not before planting an explosion charge near the hold of the ship. BlueSix retreats back to
their Seahawk and tells the Apaches to sink the ship.
1999, December 31st CE: Evening – BlueSix lands at JFK to find Alexis Santarro waiting for them. She tells them that
hell has been released on Boston, that Jean-Batiste Delarant is behind the attack on Boston and that they are to come
with her to a safe place in to New England countryside. Alexis Santarro tells Erin that she is taking her as her daughter
and that Erin and BlueSix must journey to Peru to get the DelaVega Crystal Skull that is being held by an Elder
Vampire.
1999, December 31st –2000, January 1st CE: BlueSix travels to Dallas/Ft. Worth, then continues on to Panama City.
From Panama they continue on to Brazil.
2000, January 2nd CE: BlueSix touches down at the International Airport in Peru. They spend the day at one of
Santarro’s estates before traveling that evening to the DelaVega Castle on the coast. Once at the DelaVega estate, Erin
meets with DelaVega/ Lord Lucien Fitzhugh aka Lord Lucien the Chronicler. They speak for about five hours, at which
point Erin is able to convince Lord Lucien into giving her the Crystal Skull. It is at this point that Erin begins feeling ill
again and realizing that Weinstein has followed them to the estate. Lord Lucien gives them the Crystal Skull then
assists them in escaping the estate under Weinstein’s notice.
2000, January 3rd CE: Early Morning Hours – Bradley, Erin and Nicholas escape into the mountains following a trail
that Lord Lucien had told them about. They try repeatedly to get Control to Gate them back to Point Zero or the
Refectory, but for some reason there is some kind of interference that is blocking the Gates from locking on their
position. They end up following the trail for four hours to an ancient Incan temple complex in the mountains. This
where Erin realizes that this is the place she has been seeing in her dreams since she started decoding the Book of
Dorrathe. At the top of the temple Erin finds a second Crystal Skull hidden in the stone altar on the flattop.
While a few moments of Erin finding the second Crystal Skull, a helicopter comes to pick them up and takes them back
to the airport. Once on their jet, they have Control Gate them back to the Refectory. At the Refectory, Deputy
Commander Collin Schimdt finds out if the DelaVega Skull has the ability to “cure” Erin of the plague that she carries
because of her creator.
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ZIRCON
Late 1986, early 1987 a media furore blew up around a top secret project code-named ZIRCON, and the British
government attempted to ban what reporter Duncan Campbell had uncovered. Campbell had discovered the planned
existence of a spy satellite to be deployed over the Soviet Union, costing tens of millions of pounds. ZIRCON had been
planned as a response to the 1982 Falklands Conflict and Britain’s dependence on the United States, when GCHQ was
forced ‘borrow’ the NSA’s South American spy satellite for short periods to gather intelligence from Argentina.
ZIRCON was cancelled in February 1987 when Britain bought into the NSA spy satellite scheme.
ZIRCON was budgeted for £100 million annually; approximately a third of GCHQ’s budget at that time and
approximately equivalent to MI6’s. One of the main reasons for this enormous cost was that PISCES was attempting to
conceal its funding within the project’s estimates. Previously PISCES’ funding had always been concealed within a
number of secret projects but in this instance the existence of a single project was revealed. A review of PISCES
funding was undertaken, and a new income source was selected: significant money could be derived from retroengineering products from the intelligence that PISCES had uncovered in the course of its investigations. In 1989, two
years after ZIRCON was blown, PISCES was reconstituted as ‘Severn Aerospace Limited’.

‘R’ – the Director of PISCES
There have been nine R’s in the history of PISCES:
1. Commander Fredrick Ramsey (1916-1932). Originally assigned to the Royal Navy’s Project DELPHI. Resigned
his commission in 1900. Recruited to head the Special Reconnaissance Section (MI13) in 1916 becoming the first ‘R’.
Died of a heart attack in April 1932. (Delta Green: Countdown pp 13-15).
2. Lt-General David Cornwall (1932-1955). As an Army Captain led expeditionary force against ghouls in France. As
a Major posted as a military attaché to Istanbul he fought the Brotherhood of the Skin (see Horror on the Orient
Express). Resigned his commission in 1926 under FO pressure, but joined MI13 in 1927. Assigned to head MI13 in
May 1932 after the death of Ramsey. Promoted to Colonel and Director of PISCES when it was formed on 26 June
1940, and promoted to Lieutenant General in 1953. His knighthood was received in 1955, and he retired from PISCES;
dying in 1961, the causes of which remain controversial. (Delta Green: Countdown pp 14-21).
3. General Stewart Collier (1956-1959). Appointed Director of PISCES in 1955. Dismissed 1959 due to possible
links to the Cambridge spy ring. The ‘official’ reason was listed as ‘ill health’. Died in 1978.

4. Brigadier-General Sir Charles Balfour (1959-1969). Recruited into PISCES in 1942. As Brigadier-General, he
became the Director of PISCES in 1959. He was knighted and retired from PISCES in 1969. Current location: Private
retirement home. (Delta Green: Countdown pp 21-22;40-41).
5. Sir Alan Hopkinson (1969-1975). First civilian Director of PISCES. Replaced in 1975, possibly at the ‘request’ of
the new Prime Minister Harold Wilson in exchange for a conciliatory Knighthood. Died in 1991.
6. Sir Michael Wellington (1975-1982). An ineffectual political appointee, PISCES became incompetent and
complacent under his leadership. Dismissed by the Thatcher government in 1983 following the re-organization of the
intelligence services after their failure to predict the Argentinean invasion of the Falkland Islands. Current location:
Estate in Bahamas.
7. Admiral John Tremayne (1983-1987). Appointed Director in 1983, Tremayne was previously a senior officer in
NID. He had little previous experience of the paranormal. Attempted to introduce reform in PISCES. His death was
reported as suicide in December 1987.
8. Sir Colin Woodall (1988-1994). Appointed Director in 1988, Woodall was a career PISCES agent. He expanded
PISCES’ domestic counter-terrorism and counter-subversion roles. He was knighted in 1992, and had a mental
breakdown in 1994. Current location: ‘a Government care facility’.
9. Lady Marjorie Rittingham (1994-present). Recruited into PISCES in 1980, and became Director of PISCES in
1994. (Delta Green: Countdown pp 31-32).

SOURCES FOR THE SERPENT PEOPLE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information from about the Serpent People/ “Children of Yig” was created by Shannon Appel. –
Originally appeared in the Fanzine by Chaosium, The Starry Wisdom.
Conan of Aquilonia, by Sprague de Camp & Lin Carter
Conan the Buccaneer, by Sprague de Camp & Lin Carter
“The Curse of Yig”, by H.P. Lovecraft & Zealia Bishop
“The Hyborian Age”, by Robert E. Howard
Keeper’s Compendium, by Keith Herber
Legion from the Shadows, by Karl Edward Wagner
“The Mound”, by H.P. Lovecraft & Zealia Bishop
“The Seven Geasces”, by Clark Ashton Smith
“The Shadow Kingdom”, by Robert E. Howard
Thongor and the Wizard of Lemuria, by Lin Carter
“The Vengeance of Yig” by Lin Carter
“Where a God Shall Tread” by Scott David Aniolowski
“Worms of the Earth”, by Robert E. Howard

SOURCES FOR ATLANTIS
•

Imperium Ex Atlantia: The Atlantean Chronicles – http://www.geocities.com/flashburn101/ , Copyright:
Brian-Joseph Baker (NicodemisQuick@aol.com)

F
That is not dead which can eternal lie,
And with strange aeons even death may die.

